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I.

Introduction

1

Q. What are your names and positions?

2

A. My name is Ed Durrenberger. I am a Senior Analyst employed by the Public Utility

3

Commission of Oregon (Commission). My qualifications have been provided in Staff

4

Exhibit 101.

5

My name is Randy Falkenberg. I am a consultant working for the Industrial Customers

6

of Northwest Utilities (ICNU) in this matter. My qualifications have been provided in

7

ICNU Exhibit 101.

8
9
10
11

My name is Bob Jenks. I am the Executive Director of the Citizens’ Utility Board
(CUB). My qualifications have been provided in CUB Exhibit 101.
My name is Jay Tinker. I am a project manager for PGE. My qualifications were
previously provided in PGE Exhibit 100.

12

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?

13

A. Our purpose is to describe and support a stipulation (“Stipulation”) between Commission

14

Staff, ICNU, CUB, and PGE (the “Parties”) regarding issues raised in this docket (UE 208).

15

The Stipulation also implements certain adjustments from the forced outage docket (Docket

16

No. UM 1355), and this testimony describes and supports the implementation of certain

17

PGE-related adjustments from Docket No. UM 1355. The Stipulation resolves all issues

18

identified by the Parties and, therefore, if approved by the Commission, would conclude this

19

proceeding.

20
21

Q. Please describe the issues that were carried over from the stipulation in the Forced
Outage Rate (FOR) Docket UM 1355.
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1

A. The three issues that were carried over from the UM 1355 stipulation are the Forced Outage

2

Rate Collar (FOR Collar), high-load and low-load hour outage rate split (HLH and LLH

3

split), and the Beaver equivalent forced outage rate when the plant is in demand (Beaver

4

EFORd). Through workshops and settlement discussions in UM 1355, Parties reached

5

agreement, in general, on these three issues. Though the Commission may not yet have

6

issued its Order in UM 1355, PGE will implement these changes in this docket (UE 208).

7

Also, PGE will share its analysis as appropriate.

8
9

Q. Was the Planned Maintenance Outage (PMO) methodology issue in UM 1355 also
carried over into this docket?

10

A. Yes. The PMO methodology was discussed among the Parties during settlement discussions

11

in both UM 1355 and UE 208. In UE 208 direct testimony, some Parties raised issues about

12

the PMO methodology. CUB and PGE were able to resolve CUB’s concern about Parties

13

having an opportunity to comment on updates to the PMO schedule. PGE will continue to

14

forecast PMO as it has in the past and will include both methodologies in the MFRs. This is

15

discussed in more detail below.

16

Q. Were there any remaining issues?

17

A. Yes. Those two issues are how the FOR will be calculated for new plants and for new

18

capital investments.

19

Q. How will the FOR be calculated for a new plant with no operational history?

20

A. Parties agree that this issue is best addressed on a case-by-case basis while taking into

21

consideration differences by utility and plant type. However, PGE will use an estimated

22

FOR based on current available sources (e.g., the vendor, contract, manufacturer, and NERC

23

GADS) as it has for the Port Westward plant for the first two years. Then as plant operating

24

data becomes available, the operating data will be used in conjunction with the estimated
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1

FOR and weighted accordingly. After the plant has accumulated four years of plant data,

2

the four-year rolling average FOR will be calculated.

3

Q. How will the FOR be calculated for new capital investments?

4

A. Parties agree that this issue is best addressed on a case-by-case basis. Parties may propose

5

an adjustment in the FOR, either a decrease or increase, if they can establish that a specific

6

capital investment will result in a change in unit availability. The FOR would be adjusted

7

on a going forward basis and will avoid double-counting of the actual increase or decrease.

8

Q. Please summarize the UE 208 Stipulation.

9

A. The Stipulation resolves identified issues that impact net variable power costs (NVPC) for

10

the 2010 AUT including forced outage rate issues carried over from UM 1355. A copy of

11

the Stipulation is attached as Exhibit 101.
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II.
1
2

Adjustments

Q. Please describe the first adjustment to the 2010 Test Year NVPC implementing the
FOR Collar Adjustment.

3

A. The Parties believe that, in general, the four-year average continues to be the best method to

4

forecast forced outages rates. However, the Parties also believe that actual forced outage

5

results outside of a range of outcomes experienced nationally by thermal plants of the same

6

fuel type and general size may not be indicative of future forced outage performance.

7

Therefore, the Parties agreed to use NERC data to “collar” the actual results of Boardman

8

and Colstrip.

9

Parties agreed that the FOR collar method results in an acceptable proxy for a unit’s

10

FOR, should that unit’s annual FOR fall outside the 10th or 90th percentile of comparable

11

NERC coal units. The percentiles will be based on the distribution of the merged NERC

12

data for the most recently available four-year period. Parties agree that this methodology

13

does not imply “imprudence” nor “prudence” and it is not intended to be used in the future

14

to determine imprudence or prudence.

15

PGE anticipates that it will be able to implement this change to Monet in time for the

16

September 29, 2009 update in UE 208. In the alternative, PGE will implement this change

17

no later than the final Monet update in UE 208, scheduled for November 16, 2009.

18

In future proceedings, PGE will apply the FOR Collar. In the 2011 test year, the

19

Boardman and Colstrip 2009 EFOR will be collared by 2005-2008 NERC data. The collars

20

for the previous years will remain the same as in UE 208, that is, they will remain frozen

21

and not be updated in the future as shown in Table 1 below.
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Table 1
Forced Outage Rate Year
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

1
2
3
4

NERC Data Used for Collar
2001-2004
2002-2005
2003-2006
2004-2007
2005-2008

Last, the Parties agree that should the NERC sample change significantly, the efficacy
of the Collar should be revisited.
Q. Please describe the second adjustment to the 2010 Test Year NVPC implementing the
HLH and LLH outage rate split.

5

A. During UM 1355, ICNU, Staff, and CUB raised the issue of whether plant deferrable

6

maintenance outages are more likely to occur during high-load or low-load hours and if

7

separate maintenance outage rates (MORs) for HLH and LLH should be modeled. After

8

PGE conducted its own analysis, Parties agreed in the UM 1355 settlement discussions to

9

include an estimate of the NVPC effect of Boardman’s and Colstrip’s high-load and low-

10

load MOR split as an outboard calculation in an update filing in UE 208. For future AUTs,

11

PGE will similarly include a NVPC estimate as an outboard calculation with the initial

12

filing. To minimize the resources required, after the initial filing, no further updates to the

13

outboard calculation will be made.

14

incorporate this enhancement into Monet but until it does so, PGE will use the outboard

15

calculation.

However, PGE agreed to work with Parties to

16

For the UE 208 September 29th Filing, PGE expects to provide the outboard calculation

17

for the effect of the MOR split for the Boardman and Colstrip plants. In the alternative,

18

PGE will implement this change no later than the final Monet update in UE 208, scheduled

19

for November 16, 2009.
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1
2

Q. Please describe the third adjustment to the 2010 Test Year NVPC implementing the
Beaver EFORd methodology.

3

A. The EFORd methodology is a formula that is intended to calculate what the forced outage

4

rate is when the plant is in demand. This type of methodology generally applies to a simple-

5

cycle peaker plant. However, PGE’s Beaver Plant Units 1-7 are a combined-cycle gas plant.

6

Parties agree that the standard NERC EFORd formula is not directly applicable to Beaver

7

Units 1-7 in their current configuration and operation, and agree that a proxy should be used.

8

Parties agree that the proxy formula will be to remove the forced maintenance hours from

9

the derivation of the FOR. Parties also agree that the calculation for Beaver Unit 8 will be

10

modified similar to Units 1-7. Last, Parties agree that the formula will be revisited in the

11

event the Beaver plant operations change significantly.

12

PGE is continuing to work on the implementation and the figures below should be

13

considered preliminary. PGE will work with the Parties as it develops the implementation

14

of this change. PGE anticipates that it will be able to implement this change to Monet in

15

time for the September 29, 2009 update in UE 208. In the alternative, PGE will implement

16

this change no later than the final Monet update in UE 208, scheduled for November 16,

17

2009.

18

In PGE’s July 10th AUT Update filing, Beaver’s Unit 1-7 FOR was 24.6% and Beaver

19

Unit 8 was 36.4%.

PGE expects Beaver Units 1-7 and Unit 8 EFORd proxy to be

20

approximately 10%-11% in its September Update Filing.

21

Q. Please describe the fourth adjustment for the $1 million Stipulated amount for PMO.

22

A. As part of the settlement in this docket, PGE will use its forecast for PMOs but will lower its

23

NVPC forecast by $1 million to reflect a different PMO forecast schedule for the Colstrip
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1

and Port Westward plants estimated by the Staff, CUB, and ICNU. ICNU proposed an

2

adjustment up to $2 million in Monet, which would decrease NVPC. The $1 million

3

compromise adjustment will appear as a line-item adjustment in Monet.

4

During settlement discussions, CUB identified an issue regarding the updates to the

5

forecast of PMO that can be made in the September Update filing, which is after Parties

6

have filed their testimony and briefs and Parties no longer have the opportunity to comment.

7

In UE 208, Parties agree that PGE will not update the timing or duration of the PMO

8

forecast for its thermal plants.

9

Prehearing Conference, Parties will explicitly schedule an opportunity for Parties to respond

10

to any possible thermal plant PMO updates subsequent to the April 1 filing. Updates, if any,

11

made by PGE, will be provided to Parties by July 1.

In the next AUT proceeding (2011 test year), at the

12

CUB also identified an issue regarding the duration and timing of estimates of PMO

13

forecast methodology and proposed a four-year rolling average methodology for the

14

Boardman plant and a six-year rolling average for the Colstrip plant. Parties agree that PGE

15

will continue to forecast Planned Maintenance Outages for its thermal generating plants.

16

PGE agrees that if its PMO forecast for a thermal unit is significantly different from its

17

historical PMOs (e.g., different month and/or duration), PGE will provide documentation for

18

the change.

19

documentation for the change and Parties will have an opportunity to review, analyze and

20

challenge the PMO change, and to propose alternatives, including but not limited to the four

21

year average.

22
23

Also, should PGE update its PMO forecast, PGE will provide the

Q. Please describe the fifth adjustment to the 2010 Test Year NVPC removing the cost for
the new standard on WECC Contingency Reserve Requirements.
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1

A. In PGE’s NVPC July 11, 2008 Update (UE 197), initial costs were included for the proposed

2

new standards for operating reserves of 3% of control area load and 3% of generation. This

3

new standard, when approved by FERC, would replace the current requirement for total

4

operating reserves equal to 7% of thermal generation and 5% of hydro and wind generation.

5

The overall effect of the change is a material increase in operating reserve requirements for

6

PGE. However, the WECC standard change has still not been approved by FERC.

7

The Parties agree that if FERC approves the WECC proposed changes in operating

8

reserve requirements on or before September 29, 2009, the change should be modeled in

9

2010 power costs consistent with the FERC order. If FERC has not issued a decision by

10

September 29, 2009, then PGE’s NVPC forecast in this docket will not include the revised

11

reserve requirements and PGE will remove this change in its update to be filed in November

12

2009. Parties do not dispute the costs currently in Monet for the WECC Reserves.

13
14

In PGE’s July 10th AUT Update (UE 208), PGE estimated the anticipated change in
generation reserve requirements at $1.5 million.
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III.

Stipulation

1

Q. Did the Parties stipulate to additional issues in this proceeding?

2

A. Yes. Staff raised three issues in the proceeding that will not have an impact on 2010 NVPC.

3

The Stipulation provides for an agreement on the following items:
•

4

After further investigation, the Parties agree that no adjustment to PGE’s load
forecast regarding SP Newsprint is now necessary.

5
•

6

PGE agrees to not change the 2010 Monet modeling of Pelton/Round Butte,

7

should the Selective Water Withdrawal (SWW) be delayed into 2010. The Parties

8

agree that this is appropriate and further agree that any changes in power costs

9

due to construction-related testing of the SWW will not be included in PGE’s
tariff Schedule 126 power cost adjustment filing for 2010.

10
•

11

The Parties agree that there should be no adjustment to the planned maintenance

12

forecast regarding the Colstrip generating facility. The forecast is set for 51 days

13

to complete a generator rewind, low-pressure turbine examination, and a chemical

14

clean.

15

Q. What do the Parties request of the Commission?

16

A. The Parties respectfully request that the Commission issue an Order approving the

17

Stipulation in this proceeding finding that it is in the public interest and results in fair, just,

18

and reasonable rates. Further, the Parties request that such Order be issued no later than

19

mid-November to facilitate PGE’s compliance tariff filing so that rates may be effective

20

January 1, 2010.

21

Q. Does this conclude your testimony?

22

A. Yes.
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List of Exhibits
Exhibit

Description

101

AUT Stipulation
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